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 sdb (0.91KB, last updated: 2013-01-15 10:28:36 -0800) I added all their paths and names to my Path environment variable, then added the PATH variable to the enviroment variable. The problem is that when I run.\GoogleDrive.bat I get "The Drive service could not be started" as an error message. How can I fix this error? A: I'm not sure what the Google Drive service is, but I can confirm that the
service does indeed work. I installed the Google Drive SDK and used this tutorial to install the service. I then used this tutorial to activate the service. There were a few errors when I tried to start the service in the tutorial. I only had to reboot once. And then I was able to use Drive. Q: Is it possible to limit the number of files loaded into a Variable? I'm loading images into a variable called $images. At
a certain point in the page a user can click a button to upload images to the server. This adds them to the end of the array. I've set a limit of 3 of images to be loaded so if they click the button a maximum of 3 will be loaded. If they want to add more images, they have to delete the oldest image and add a new one. This works, I'm just wondering if there's a way to limit the number of images loaded in

the first place. if(isset($_POST['addImage'])){ $salt = md5(time()); $images[] = "'HTTP_HOST']}/images/{$salt}"; if(!$delimages = count($images)){ $delimages = count($images); } else { $delimages--; } if($delimages === 0){ echo $images[$delimages]; $images[] = "http 82157476af
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